X-ray analysis of the kinetics of Escherichia coli lipid and membrane structural transitions.
Synchrotron radiation was used to follow the time course of the transitions, induced by temperature jump, in Escherichia coli membranes and their lipid extracts isolated from a fatty acid auxotroph grown with different fatty acids. We measured the relaxation times associated with the phase transitions as well as with the conformational transition of the hydrocarbon chains and observed different behavior as a function of chemical composition. Relaxation times of about 1-2 s were found at a hexagonal to lamellar phase transition and within a lamellar phase whose parameters display important variations with temperature when the conformational transition takes place. On the other hand, no delay was observed for a phase transition where large lipid or water diffusion was not needed. We have shown that phase transitions and conformational transitions are, to a large extent, uncoupled and that the relaxation times corresponding to the latter transition could be related to the size of the ordered domains. In all cases, the order to disorder conformational transition is more rapid than the disorder to order transition. Finally, the relaxation times of the disorder to order transition observed with the membranes and with their lipid extracts were found to be strongly correlated, indicating that the proteins do not play a role in this transition.